Hadoop and Big Data / BI Study
2014 Leaders Matrix by Clutch (ex-SourcingLine),
a research company based in Washington, DC

Altoros Is Recognized as a One of Top Hadoop and
Big Data Consultants
March 19, 2014—Altoros has been recognized as a proven market leader in
Hadoop and big data consulting, according to a study by Clutch (ex-SourcingLine,
a research company based in Washington, DC). Their Leaders Matrix leverages
proprietary research and methodology to identify top services firms and map their
capabilities. Companies are plotted on the matrix based on their proven ability to
deliver and focus on a service type.
The analysis based on verified customer interviews gave Altoros a high ranking
on two lists: Top Big Data & BI Consulting Companies and Top Hadoop
Consulting Companies. (Bubble size indicates relative size of the firms.)

“All of the selected companies focus
primarily on Big Data analytics or
Hadoop and have proven they can
provide tangible value to data driven
enterprises. However, it is often
challenging for prospective buyers to
devise a short-list of leading firms.
Our research aims to expedite the
procurement process and help
connect buyers with qualified service
providers.”
Tim Clarke,
Sr. Business Analyst,
Clutch (ex-SourcingLine)
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"They have a lot of data knowledge
and their innovation is great."
CTO, GRT Corporation

Verified Customer Reviews
GRT Corporation | Big Data Work
Data analytics strategy | $200,000 to $999,999

Verified Customer Interview

Project summary:
The client is GRT Corporation, an IT services company that builds systems for
many Fortune 50 clients. There was a need to enhance big data knowledge and
capabilities. Altoros was selected to be an ongoing partner for many big data
projects and initiatives. The work will continue for years and will likely grow in
scope.

Feedback summary:
The client is extremely satisfied with the work delivered by Altoros. Altoros has
very innovative thinkers that are leaders in the Big Data space. The client has no
negatives to report. Altoros is highly recommended to others.

Details:
I work for GRT Corporation in New York. We provide business services to very
large clients around IT services. Our clients include many well-known Fortune 50
firms. I am the CTO here and have worked closely with Altoros.
They [Altoros] are my go-to for innovative answers. There are many things that we
need to learn from Altoros. When we are stuck, we ask them to find the best route
to proceed.
Read more…
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E-commerce Firm

Verified Customer Interview

Big Data infrastructure

Project summary:
The client is an e-commerce firm based in the US. There was a need to harness
and organize the ever-growing amounts of data that the firm was accumulating.
Altoros was selected to handle the big data warehousing work from start to finish.
Altoros has designed a solution, helped run the system, and currently handles
maintenance and small changes.

Feedback summary:
The client is extremely satisfied with the work delivered by Altoros. Altoros's team
is very competent and able to complete all tasks on time and on budget. The client
has no negatives to report. Altoros is highly recommended to others.

Details:
We are a video e-commerce media company based in Texas. We have been in
business since 2007, and we have more than 150 employees. I’m the vice
president of IT.

"Their entire attention is focused on
you, from the very high ranks of their
executives as well."
VP of IT,
an E-commerce Firm

Out of the companies that I have discussed outside projects with, Altoros was the
best.
Read more…

About Clutch (ex-SourcingLine)
Clutch (ex-SourcingLine) is a Washington, DC-based research firm focused on IT and
digital marketing services. The company provides independent, quantitative analysis on
leading services firms to support procurement decisions in small, medium and large
enterprises. Clutch’s research leverages a proprietary framework known as the Leaders
Matrix, which maps firms’ focus areas and their ability to deliver. See more at
www.clutch.co.
About Altoros
Altoros is a big data and Platform-as-a-Service specialist that build solutions on the
intersection of Hadoop, NoSQL, the Cloud Foundry PaaS, and multi-cloud automation.
91.5% of 250+ Altoros’s employees are senior- or mid-level engineers. Headquartered in
Silicon Valley (Sunnyvale, California), Altoros runs 11 offices across Europe and Americas.
Key customers include Sony, RightScale, Couchbase, NuoDB, Joyent, NephoScale, etc.
For more, please visit www.altoros.com or follow @altoros.

Overall Altoros Ranking
Rating: 4.7
Founded: 2001
Employees: 250+
http://www.altoros.com
Location: Sunnyvale, CA
United States
Phone: +1 (650) 395-7002
See map: Google Maps

More Hadoop publications
Or, you may also read the latest Hadoop studies by Altoros’s R&D team:


Hadoop Distributions: Evaluating Cloudera, Hortonworks, and MapR in Microbenchmarks and Real-world Applications (65 pages)



Hadoop-based Movie Recommendation Engine: A Comparison of the Apriori
Algorithm vs. the k-means Method (29 pages)



Building Stock Trading Strategies: 20% Faster with Hadoop



Hadoop + GPU: Boost performance of your big data project by 50x-200x?
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